GE Equipment Insight powered by Predix
An Industrial Internet solution for data collection, analysis and management
of distributed OEM fleets
Improve Asset Performance & Uptime
• P
 reconfigured, scalable solution improves
visibility into equipment performance,
even in remote locations
• Improves asset availability and optimizes
equipment via better maintenance insight

Enhance Customer Experience
• H
 elps build deeper connections with
customers by predicting problems and
scheduling preventative maintenance
• Reduces compliance and warranty risk
• Improves services capacity utilization
and time-to-serve
• Provides competitive advantage

Create New Service Models
& Increase Profitability
• M
 onetize new fleet data
monitoring services
• Sell preventative maintenance contracts
 apture increased parts and
• C
repair revenue
• E
 xpand to cover competitive
installed base

At GE, we recognize the powerful potential of
connecting machines and turning the mass
of raw data they produce into actionable
information. The Industrial Internet of
connected machines is the next revolution
in industry, and GE is on the frontline.
As one of the world’s largest OEMs, GE has
the experience and vast installed base to
harness the power of today’s technological
transformation — elastic computing power,
ubiquitous connectivity and the cloud — and
put it to work for OEMs and their customers.
Today’s OEMs are being pressed to deliver
higher levels of service to their customers
without increasing cost. Most are looking to
monitor their equipment and share asset
information with their end users, but many
lack the resources to do so. GE Equipment
Insight powered by Predix makes cloudbased data collection, analysis and
management simple and affordable.
Improve Asset Performance & Uptime
GE Equipment Insight powered by Predix
solution benefits both OEMs and their end
users. Powered by GE’s leading software and
rugged RXi IPCs, it enables OEMs to securely
collect and analyze fleet data, and then get
information to people in their own
organization and to end users who have
purchased their equip-ment. With the GE
Equipment Insight powered by Predix
solution, OEMs can better understand how
customers use their machines, while helping
end users optimize asset performance,
processes
and profitability.
The GE Equipment Insight powered by
Predix solution quickly and cost-effectively
transforms raw data into actionable
information. It aligns the state of

the customer asset with its health. Alarms,
overall equipment effectiveness and Key
Performance Indicator (KPI) data is viewed
in a single, accessible screen on any device.
And a customized risk index provides
advanced analytics and predictive detection,
allowing OEMs to contact customers before
their process goes down.
Enhance Customer Experience
The GE Equipment Insight powered by Predix
solution helps OEMs quickly address
customer issues by delivering the right
information to the right person, wherever
they are, on any device. Services capacity
utilization and time-to-repair are improved
as critical information is delivered to service
people based on their proximity to customer
assets. Once on-site, personnel can capture
asset status, project details, and known asset
issues via text, pictures or video for faster
solution delivery. Having actionable
information enables OEMs to proactively
schedule maintenance and record standard
operating procedures (SOPs) and sequence
of events (SOEs) during downtime to reduce
risk and improve compliance. OEMs benefit
from better, more efficient service operations
while end users get fast, effective resolution
of process issues.
Create New Services & Increase Profitability
With the GE Equipment Insight powered by
Predix solution, OEMs can create new
revenue-generating services models such as
data monitoring services and preventative
maintenance contracts. Since the solution is
brand agnostic, OEMs can cover competitive
installed base and reduce costs by
leveraging a few experts to monitor and
troubleshoot an entire asset fleet.

GE Equipment Insight powered by Predix

Improve asset performance and uptime, enhance customer experience,
create new service models and increase profitability
Advanced Analytics

Secure Data Collection

Powered by GE’s proven software, the
Equipment Insight solution collects and
manages long-term fleet performance data
and alarms and administers user access.
Based on this historical data, the Equipment
Insight solution performs trend analysis of a
single machine or an entire fleet. It then
delivers role specific KPIs, alarms and trends
to either the end user or OEM personnel via
mobile device applications or a web
browser. All of this is guided by an
equipment asset model created by the OEM.

The Equipment Insight solution collects OEM
equipment data from nearly any brand of
intelligent control device. The data is buffered
to protect against network outages, encrypted
and transmitted to, and verified using:

• X
 .509 Certificate based Authentication
• Secure Tunnel via TLS/SSL
• HTTP/HTTPS over Internet No VPN required
• No listening ports on the Field Agent
• An optional 3G interface provides access
where end user networks or public
infrastructure aren’t available.
Affordable, Simple Integration
GE’s Equipment Insight solution is hosted on
a private, cloud-based server and offered as
a subscription-based service. This reduces
initial investment costs and allows for quick
ROI as new, revenue-generating services
offset monthly fees.

Setup of GE’s Equipment Insight solution
is fast and easy, with little or no impact on
customer IT functions. Configuration of several machines is also simple—an equipment
data model is all that’s needed. Getting the
Equipment Insight up and running quickly
means faster time to value, lower risk, and
lower implementation costs.
Equipment Insight is a universal solution, so
OEMs can improve their service offerings,
regardless of the control system or intelligent
devices used on customer equipment. When
layered on top of GE controllers, the architecture is further simplified, reducing automation
investment, improving system performance,
and delivering low total cost of ownership.
And, thanks to its flexible architecture,
it reduces capitalization costs, leverages
economies of scale, and provides accessibility
to critical information.

Learn More and Get Started

http://www.ge.com/digital
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About GE
GE (NYSE: GE) is the world’s Digital Industrial Company,
transforming industry with software-defined machines and
solutions that are connected, responsive and predictive. GE
is organized around a global exchange of knowledge, the
"GE Store," through which each business shares and
accesses the same technology, markets, structure and
intellect. Each invention further fuels innovation and
application across our industrial sectors. With people,
services, technology and scale, GE delivers better
outcomes for customers by speaking the language of
industry. www.ge.com
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